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Pedestal Graphs

Understanding pedestal data is important, because all of the signal

analysis will depend on how well we understand the zeroes. In the

MPPC there are both high and low gain pedestals for sixty four chan-

nels. Each channel has twenty three capacitors. Since the pedestal

data for the first and last of these capacitors is not well under-

stood, the data from these capacitors is currently not included in

the pedestal graphs.

Pedestal graphs are made up of the measurements taken with the

detector on, but no beam. Some cosmic rays do appear, but the

pedestal events far outweigh the actual events. The pedestal graph

for high gain is typically a large zero peak, followed by a smaller one

photoelectron peak, and a much smaller two photoelectron peak. For

the low gain pedestal, usually only the pedestal peak is visible.

One high gain channel of a TFB, with data from first and last capacitor removed.

Low gain channel is analyzed the same as high gain, but only the pedestal is visible .
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Analyzing Pedestal Data

Once pedestal graphs have been made for all channels and all events,

the data can be analyzed. First, we make a graph of all of the pedestal

peak locations for all of the channels. That gives a good idea of how

much the pedestal differs from channel to channel.

All the pedestal peak locations for all twenty nine TFBs

The distance from the pedestal peak to the one photoelectron peak

gives the photoelectron to ADC gain. By the same logic, the distance

from the pedestal to the two photoelectron peak is the two photoelec-

tron to ADC gain. If the measurement is good, the two photoelectron

gain should be about twice as large as the one photoelectron gain. In

general, we see that this is true. Most of the measured one pe to

ADC gains are between 12-15 ADC counts.

Distance from pedestal peak to one photoelectron peak
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Distance from pedestal peak to two photoelectron peak

The data can be used to give an estimate of the crosstalk. Assuming

the photoelectron peaks obey a poisson distribution, the number of

events in the pedestal as a fraction of the total number of events will

give you an estimate of the number of one and two photoelectron

events that are expected. The poisson distribution gives:

f =
peke−pe

k!
(1)

Where pe is the expected pe, k is the number of pe seen, and f is

the probability, or the fraction of events with that number of pho-

toelectrons in the total sample. It can be shown that the value of

pe is equal to the natural log of the fraction of pedestal events, and

also equal to the number of one photoelectron events divided by the

number of pedestal events. In general, this value is around .15-.18.

The two electron peak divided by the number of pedestal events gives

an estimate for half the value of the expected pe squared. In general,

the calculated value is higher than the expected value. We assume

that the excess events are caused by crosstalk.
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Value of one pe events over pedestal events gives expected pe

Value of two pe events over pedestal events gives half expected pe squared

Monitoring Pedestal Data Over Time

Another useful aspect of pedestal to study is how it changes over time.

A large change in pedestal over a short amount of time would mean

that the pedestal would have to be monitored carefully to assure the

needed accuracy in the data. Several data runs have been taken to

try and see what if any changes occur in the pedestal data. So far

these studies have shown RMS of about .3 ADC over the course of

several days, or about 2 percent of the one pe to ADC gain. This

indicates that the pedestal does change, but not signicantly enough

to require constant monitoring.
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Change in pedestal over time. X axis is run number, where runs are spaced an hour apart.

Y axis is change in pedestal from run 122.

We can also monitor change in the one pe gain over time. The one pe

gain seems to change related to the change in the pedestal. Change

in two pe gain is also monitored, but is about the same as change in

one pe gain.

Change in pe/ADC gain over time. Axes are the same as previous.

Future Work

We are currently looking for new ways to analyze the change in

pedestal over time. Eventually, we would like to move from run num-

ber to actual time stamp, to give a more accurate representation of

the passage of time. Also, we want to get temperature data and

try to correlate changes in pedestal with fluctuations in temperature.

Finally, crosstalk data and dark noise have both been analyzed over

time, but further analysis is required.
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